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We derive an expression relating the transport parameter qˆ for a parton jet in the QCD radiative
energy loss and the shear viscosity η of a quark-gluon plasma. We find that the value for qˆ derived
from data on jet quenching is consistent with a shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio of the matter
formed in nuclear collisions that is close to the conjectured lower bound η/s ≥ 1/4pi. We also argue
that the ratio T 3/qˆ, where T is the temperature, is a more broadly valid measure of the coupling
strength of the medium than η/s.
The highly excited, strongly interacting matter formed
in collisions of large nuclei at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) exhibits two unusual properties which
have received considerable attention recently: (1) The
emission of hadrons with large transverse momentum is
strongly suppressed in central collisions [1], and (2) the
collective flow of the matter is well described by relativis-
tic hydrodynamics with a negligible shear viscosity [2].
The suppression of hadrons at large transverse momen-
tum, generally referred to as jet quenching, is understood
to be caused by gluon radiation induced by multiple col-
lisions of the leading parton with color charges in the
quasi-thermal medium [3, 4, 5]. The intensity of medium
induced gluon emission is governed by a transport pa-
rameter qˆ, which is the squared average transverse mo-
mentum transfer from the medium to the fast parton per
unit path length [4]. In this letter, an expression relating
the parameter qˆ and the shear viscosity η of the partonic
medium will be derived. Employing the values of qˆ ex-
tracted from the phenomenological study of jet quenching
at RHIC we can then estimate the range of the ratio of
the shear viscosity to the entropy density of the matter
produced in central heavy-ion collisions.












governing the radiative energy loss of a propagating par-
ton in a SU(3)-color representation R can be expressed












In Eq. (2), 〈O〉 = (2π)−3 ∫ d3p/2p+f(p)〈p|O|p〉 denotes
the ensemble average of an operator O in the medium
composed of states |p〉 with occupation probability f(p),
ξ = 〈k2T 〉/2E〈p+〉, 〈k2T 〉 is the average transverse momen-
tum carried by the gluons in |p〉, and the index i sums
over the two transverse directions. ρ =
∫
d3pf(p)/(2π)3
denotes the density of scattering centers, mainly gluons,
in the matter. dσR/dq
2
⊥
is the differential cross section
for a parton on a scattering center. A nonperturbative
definition of qˆR in terms of a Wilson loop along the light-
cone has been proposed in ref. [6].
In principle, qˆR(E) depends on the energy E and vir-
tuality of the leading parton in the jet. In the limit of a
thick (large opacity) medium of thickness L, the virtual-
ity of the parton is determined by the saturation scale Qs
of the medium [6], and the transport parameter in par-
ton energy loss takes on the universal form qˆ = Q2s/L,
leading to a weak energy dependence. We will neglect
such energy dependence here. For a massless parton in a











in the leading log approximation [7]. In the remainder of
this paper, we will omit the subscript in the notation for
the transport parameter qˆ ≡ qˆA for a gluon jet.
The shear viscosity of a fluid is defined as the coef-
ficient of the contribution to its stress tensor, which is
proportional to the divergence-free part of the velocity
gradient. In the framework of kinetic theory, the shear
viscosity η is determined by the mean-free path λf(p) of
a constituent particle of momentum p in the medium:
η ∼ Cρ〈p〉λf , (4)
with C ≈ 1/3 [8, 9]. A heuristic connection between
η and qˆ can be established by the observation that the
mean-free path is related to the average transport cross
section of a particle in the medium: λf = (ρ σtr)
−1.
When soft scattering dominates, as in the case of per-
turbative QCD, the transport cross section is related to















sˆ is the center-of-mass energy. For a thermal






Using the relation s ≈ 3.6 ρ for the entropy density of a
gas of free, massless bosons, the following heuristic equa-
tion relating the ratio of the shear viscosity to the entropy







This relation shows that a large value of qˆ implies a small
value for the ratio η/s, which is thought to be bounded
by the quantum limit η/s ≥ (4π)−1 [10].
For a more rigorous derivation, we need to consider a
specific physical origin of the shear viscosity. We start
with the shear viscosity due to parton collisions in the
quark-gluon plasma, following Arnold et al. [11]. In the
Chapman-Enskog approach to linearized transport the-
ory, one parametrizes the deviation f1(p) of the parton
distribution from equilibrium due to the shear by a func-
tion ∆¯(p) in the form (using the notation of ref. [12])
f1(p) = − ∆¯(p)
ET 2
pipj(∇u)ij , (8)
where (∇u)ij denotes the traceless velocity gradient. One
can then derive an integral equation for ∆¯(p) from the
linearized Boltzmann equation. An analytic estimate
can be obtained by restricting ∆¯ to the functional form
∆¯(p) = Ap/T . The shear viscosity is expressed in terms
of ∆¯(p) as











where f0(p) denotes the equilibrium distribution of par-
tons. Assuming that collisions in the medium are domi-
nated by soft scattering, the integral over the differential
scattering cross section can be extracted from the colli-
sion integral, yielding a factor qˆ/ρ, where qˆ is defined by
Eq. (1) for a gluon jet. After a lengthy calculation one
finds that in this limit the shear viscosity for a thermal
gluon plasma can be expressed in the form:




In order to extract the constant, we can make use of the
known result for the shear viscosity of a pure gluon gas









Inserting the jet quenching parameter in the weak cou-
pling limit (3) and using the expression for the density
of a thermal gas of free gluons, we obtain C′ ≈ 4.85.
Comparing with Eq. (6), we find that this corresponds
to C ≈ 0.36.
We next consider the case of anomalous shear viscos-
ity, which is generated by dynamically created turbulent
color fields in a rapidly expanding quark-gluon plasma
[13]. The nearly boost invariant longitudinal expansion
imprinted on the matter produced in relativistic heavy
ion collisions necessarily induces an oblate momentum
distribution of partons with respect to the beam axis af-
ter a short time τ > Q−1s ≈ 0.2 fm/c. The anisotropic
momentum distribution leads to the formation of unsta-
ble collective plasma modes [14]. The plasma instabili-
ties result in the exponential growth of long wave length
modes of the glue fields, which ultimately saturate due
to their nonlinear self-interaction [15, 16]. The expand-
ing quark-gluon plasma will then settle into a turbulent
state characterized by a non-vanishing expectation value
of the gluon correlator 〈F σ+(0)F+σ (y−)〉 dominated by
soft color fields.
The presence of localized domains of color fields in a
turbulent quark-gluon plasma induces an anomalous con-
tribution to the shear viscosity of the matter [12, 13].
This contribution is derived by considering the effect of
random color fields on the propagation of quasi-thermal




+ v · ∇r −∇pDR(p, t)∇p
]
f(p, r, t) = 0 (12)





dt′ 〈Fi(r¯(t′), t′)Fj(r¯(t), t)〉 . (13)
Here F = gQRa (E
a + v × Ba) is the color Lorentz force
generated by the turbulent color fields and QR is color
charge of the parton in the given representation. The
shear viscosity implied by Eq. (12) can be evaluated, e.g.,
for randomly distributed color fields satisfying












with a correlation time τm along the light-cone. The
anomalous shear viscosity for gluons in this field config-
uration is [12]
ηA =
16 ζ(6)(N2c − 1)2T 6
π2Ncg2〈E2 +B2〉τm . (16)
The diffusion coefficient Dij in Eq. (13), is closely re-
lated to the transport parameter for radiative energy loss,
3Eq. (2). Applying the definition of qˆA as rate of growth
of the transverse momentum fluctuations of a fast gluon
to the random turbulent color field ensemble in Eq. (15),





Combining this expression with Eq. (16) we obtain a re-
lation between the contributions of turbulent color fields
to the transport parameter in gluon energy loss and the










where again we inserted the expression for the density of
a free gluon gas. The numerical coefficient here is very
close to the one, C′, obtained for the collisional viscosity.
Alternatively, we can calculate the dimensionless ratio of
the shear viscosity and the entropy density. For a free
thermal gluon gas, the entropy density is given by

















again in agreement with (7) for C ≈ 1/3. We thus con-
clude that Eq. (7) with C ≈ 1/3 should be valid if the
transport properties of a thermal gauge theory are de-
scribed by kinetic perturbation theory.
In order to explore the opposite limit, we consider a
strongly coupled theory, N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills (SYM) theory. Analytical results for η/s and qˆ
have been derived for this theory in the limit of large ’t
Hooft coupling λ = g2Nc. The strong coupling expres-
sion for the ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density is










+ · · ·
]
. (21)
There is not yet universal agreement about the correct
generalization of the jet quenching parameter. Here we
follow Liu et al. [6] who defined qˆ by means of an adjoint





λT 3 ≈ 7.53
√
λT 3. (22)
Inserting this expression into the right-hand side of (7)







which violates the bound η/s > 1/4π for λ > 4.35, show-
ing that the relation between η and qˆ does not hold in
the strong coupling limit of this theory.
That the heuristic relation (6) derived for a weakly
coupled gauge theory does not hold in the strong cou-
pling limit of the SYM theory, is not surprising: In a
strongly coupled system, thermal modes are not approx-
imately described as elementary quasi-particles [20]. On
the other hand, highly energetic excitations can retain a
quasi-particulate nature, and their interaction with the
medium continues to increase with the strength of the
coupling, e. g. as
√
λ in the N=4 SYM theory [21]. The
violation of the relation (6) may thus be considered as a
criterion for whether a gauge theory is strongly coupled.
We now proceed to explore whether the relation (6)
applies to the matter produced at RHIC, on the basis
of the phenomenological analysis of jet quenching mea-
surements. Within the framework provided by the twist
expansion, the total radiative energy loss for a propagat-







dz zK(y, 1− z), (24)
where



















+ δ(1 − z)∆K(y).
Here ∆K(y) is the virtual correction to gluon brems-
strahlung, and ρ(y) denotes the local gluon density in


















The medium modification of the vacuum fragmentation
function D(zh) of the scattered parton can be expressed









We note that for a medium of limited thickness, as it is
encountered by a scattered parton in the final state of
a relativistic heavy ion collision, qˆ may possess a mild
(logarithmic) energy dependence [23]. A nontrivial en-
ergy dependence is also expected when the propagating
parton is a massive quark [24]. We here disregard such
effects, because they are not yet clearly established on
the basis of the available data.
A recent phenomenological study [25] using next-to-
leading order (NLO) jet cross sections together with
4medium modified fragmentation functions conducted a
simultaneous fit to the experimental data on single
hadron and di-hadron suppression in the most central
Au+Au collisions at RHIC. Such a fit yields the follow-
ing value for the transport parameter at an initial time




= 0.35− 0.41 GeV2 . (28)
In the phenomenological analysis, the fractions of quark
and gluon jets are given by NLO pQCD and parton en-
ergy loss or the transport parameter is set to be propor-
tional to CR. With αs = 0.3, one obtains for the gluon
quenching parameter:
qˆ0 = 2.6− 3.1 GeV2/fm. (29)
One can also estimate [26] the average initial entropy
density from the measured charge hadron multiplicity of
the most central Au+Au collisions as s0 = (33± 3) fm−3
at τ0 = 1 fm/c. Assuming a weakly coupled pure gluon
plasma, this will give an initial temperature T0 = (337±







= 0.08− 0.10. (30)
This result is close to the conjectured lower bound for
η/s, and certainly lies well within the range of values
(η/s < 0.3) which were found to be compatible with
the measured hadron spectra from Au+Au collisions at
RHIC in a recent model study [27].
In summary, we have derived a general relation be-
tween the shear viscosity η and the jet quenching param-
eter qˆ for a weakly coupled quark-gluon plasma, which
relates a small ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density
to a large value of the jet quenching parameter. For the
value of qˆ deduced from jet quenching data obtained at
RHIC, the implied ratio η/s is close to the conjectured
absolute lower bound.
The fact that η/s saturates in the limit of strong cou-
pling of the SYM theory, but qˆ continues to increase, sug-
gests that the ratio T 3/qˆ may serve as a more broadly
applicable measure of the coupling strength of a quark-
gluon plasma. An improved, independent determination
of both sides of Eq. (6) from experimental data would
thus permit a model independent, quantitative assess-
ment of the strongly coupled nature of the quark-gluon
plasma produced in heavy ion collisions [28].
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